Anterior Bridging Bronchus
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Summary. Previously reported patients with a bridging bronchus (BB) presented with respiratory distress. In addition, each patient had one or more associated anomalies. All but two patients progressed to cardiopulmonary failure and death. We describe a case of an anterior BB without associated anomalies, who did well without operative intervention. This patient presented with a cough at 6 months of age. Chest X-ray was normal, but due to suspicion of foreign body aspiration, bronchoscopy was performed, which revealed a third bronchus at the carina. Bronchography demonstrated the anatomy of the BB. The patient has continued to do well without further intervention. Pediatr Pulmonol. 2003; 35:70–72. © 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The anomaly of a bridging bronchus (BB) is extremely rare. Since the original report by Gonzalez-Crussi et al. in 1976, only 8 other cases of this anatomic variation have been reported. In this anomaly (Fig. 1C), the right lower (and often middle) lobe is supplied by a bronchus which originates from the left main bronchus and crosses (bridges) the mediastinum. A sling left pulmonary artery (SLPA) is often associated with a BB. In SLPA (Fig. 1B), the left pulmonary artery originates from the right pulmonary artery and reaches the left lung by passing behind the trachea and in front of the esophagus. This sling is usually associated with an intrinsic stenosis of the trachea. Our patient was found to have an accessory bronchus emanating from the distal aspect of her carina with no SLPA. This third bronchus bridged over the mediastinum to the right lower lobe of the lung. To our knowledge, this is the first description of an anterior BB. In addition, this is the first report of a BB in an asymptomatic patient.

CASE REPORT

Our patient was born at term by spontaneous vaginal delivery without complications. At 5 months of age, she presented with coughing and wheezing. She was diagnosed with bronchiolitis, treated, and sent home. One month later, she was admitted because her condition had not improved. We were asked to see the patient because of suspected foreign body aspiration. We performed rigid bronchoscopy. This revealed a normal trachea and bronchi, except for a small opening in the anterior aspect of her carina. A repeat bronchoscopy (Fig. 2) and follow-up bronchogram (Fig. 3) (performed 2 weeks later) revealed a third bronchus coming from the carina on the right side. The BB crossed the mediastinum to the right lower lobe. The tracheal bifurcation was noted to be in a normal anatomic position at the level of T5. She was asymptomatic following the first bronchoscopy, and continues to be so 1 year later.

DISCUSSION

Bridging bronchus is often associated with an SLPA. SLPA has been subdivided into four types. It is type II that is associated with a BB. This type has a normal right bronchus supplying the right upper lobe and a BB from the left supplying the right middle and lower lobes. Type IIB has only the BB (no right main bronchus) supplying a (usually) hypoplastic right lung.

In addition, variations of BB have been reported. In 1981, Starshak et al. reported an infant whose right lower lobe bronchus arose from the left main bronchus and bridged the lower mediastinum. This child had an imperforate anus and died within 3 weeks of birth. A similar child was presented by Bertucci et al. in 1987; however, this patient had the left main pulmonary artery positioned posterior to the left main-stem bronchus. Most of the early reports found the BB at autopsy. There is one Department of Surgery, Wayne State University School of Medicine, and Department of Surgery, Children’s Hospital of Michigan, Detroit, Michigan.
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case of successful repair of a BB. After dividing and reanastomosing the SLPA, the surgeons reconstructed the long thin segment of the airway from the carina to the pseudocarina, using auricular cartilage from the patient’s right ear.

It could be argued that the bronchogram in Figure 3 represents a low carina with the right upper lobe bronchus coming directly off the trachea. This has been called an eparterial bronchus, pig bronchus, or bronchus suis. The bronchus suis is described as coming off the trachea, directed laterally at a right angle, while in our case the takeoff was distinctly inferior and oblique. We also feel that the large size of the orifice noted on bronchoscopy of what we choose to call the right main-stem bronchus makes it more likely to be this. In addition, this more cephalad bronchus on the bronchogram appears to supply both the upper and middle lobes, while the BB supplies the lower lobe, as described in the original case report by Gonzalez-Crussi et al.

Using multiple imaging and endoscopic techniques, a BB can be detected early. In addition to chest radiography and bronchoscopy, computed tomography, angiography, and bronchography have been used to evaluate this anatomic anomaly. With these techniques, variations of BB have been described. Wheeler et al. reported on a reversed BB in which the right main-stem bronchus crossed the midline to supply the left lower lobe. These authors are strong proponents of bronchography because

**Fig. 1.** A: Diagram of normal relationships of tracheobronchial tree and pulmonary artery. B: Bridging bronchus with sling left pulmonary artery (SLPA). C: Bridging bronchus without SLPA.

**Fig. 2.** Bronchoscopy, showing take-off of bridging bronchus (B) from left main-stem bronchus (A). C: Right main-stem bronchus.

**ABBREVIATIONS**

BB Bridging bronchus
SLPA Sling left pulmonary artery
of its utility in their case. In our case, the unusual findings at bronchoscopy led to bronchography, which was necessary to completely delineate the anatomy.

We feel that our case is unique for two reasons. First, our patient’s BB emanated from the anterior position of the carina, unlike previously described origins. In addition, our patient was asymptomatic upon presentation, and has continued to do well without further intervention.
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